
Environmental Stewardship Post-Pandemic: 
The Path to a Green Economic Recovery 

 
I would like to thank our Stratbase ADR Institute family for the opportunity to be part of 
this virtual round table discussion. 
 
After over three months of self-isolation and ‘social distancing’, the entire capital region 
remains to be under a General Community Quarantine (GCQ) – perhaps a welcome 
development for some but nothing to rejoice yet, because GCQ is not the New Normal 
that most of us are thinking. 
 
We have to admit that, while staying at or working from home pose a challenge for all, we 
may have helped in lessening the spread of the virus. However, the latest figures reported 
to the public says otherwise. 
 
Most of us here would agree that the economy took a beating during the last three months 
and this state may continue for the next months. Based on the study prepared by the 
National Economic and Development Authority, the estimated ‘initial’ impacts in terms of 
losses on our gross domestic product (GDP) would amount to 1.1 trillion pesos, around 
eighty (80%) percent of which would come from two regions only – the National Capital 
Region (589 billion pesos) and CALABARZON Region (265 billion pesos). 
 
The COVID-19 pandemic is different from the global financial crisis that happened over a 
decade ago. No crisis is the same. There are lessons to be learned and these may 
include: 
 
First. We are all connected. Human health and the health of our common home go 
together. This pandemic reminds us that our total wellbeing and the health of this planet 
are closely related. Over decades, there has been continued calls on humanity to curtail 
environmental destruction and cautioned that a great change in our stewardship of the 
Earth and the life on it is required, if vast human misery is to be avoided. Unfortunately, 
we continue to cut down forests, we continue to poison the soil and the water, and we 
continue to destroy entire animal and plant species. Even despite of scientists’ warning 
on animal-borne infectious diseases, we destroy natural habitats that pushes wild animals 
much closer to humans. 
 
Second. COVID-19 caught us by surprised – we are not ready, we have not prepared 
enough. We are unprepared to deal with the impacts of a major global threat to human 
health. With the continued intent to “flatten the curve”, our health system remains 
overwhelmed with the exponential growth of reported cases. Two days ago, the 
Department of Health reported the biggest single day of positive cases. 
 
Third. Health threats like COVID-19 and the climate emergency cannot be isolated, it 
requires global cooperation. Climate change and diseases are “problems without 
passports” that cannot be stopped at border. A faceless virus like COVID-19 cannot be 



stopped at any border and likewise, climate change does not recognize any national 
boundary. We are facing real emergencies. As these play as our common enemies, also 
highly considered as national security threats, both crises can only be tackled with global 
cooperation to include transparency in information from regional, national and local levels. 
 
Fourth. While government response is key in a crisis, the private sector plays an equal 
critical role. Commerce has long acted as a bridge-builder between nations by connecting 
cultures and people, by spreading knowledge, mutual understanding and economic 
benefits. 
 
In the post-COVID-19 era, the world will remain interconnected, and our dependence on 
each other will be the most sustainable way to secure our co-existence. The private sector 
plays a critical role in this pandemic-shaken world where our policymakers may have 
forgotten the lessons of history and ignored the common interests that we shared as one 
humanity.  Many well-managed companies have put the health and safety of their workers 
and, at the same time, have donated collectively billions of pesos to address the socio-
economic plight of the vulnerable members of our society. 
 
Fifth. It is time to shift gears and embrace systems change. The COVID-19 pandemic 
made it clearer that human health and the health of our common home are 
interconnected. If we do not address the climate emergency – considered now as the 
most important environmental issue in the world, we face the dire consequences of 
welcoming a number of pandemics perhaps much severe than the present. If we continue 
to blink our eyes in strengthening our health systems, we are unable to respond to both 
– COVID-19 and the climate emergency, thereby, pushing more of our people to 
experience death. 
 
We have three global frameworks – Sendai Framework for Disaster Risk Reduction, 
Agenda 2030 on Sustainable Development, and Paris Agreement on Climate Change – 
with the goals that should govern our post-2015 development arena. These frameworks 
should continue to guide us to rethink our policy positions. 
 
An Ipsos study revealed that majority of citizens globally agreed that it is important for our 
governments to prioritize climate change in their post-COVID19 economic recovery plan. 
We will drive our planet much deeper into the existential economic, social and ecological 
turmoil caused by the climate crisis if our governments fail to make our economic stimulus 
sustainable and equitable. 
 
As we continue to flatten the curve for the COVID-19 pandemic in a whole-of-society 
approach, we should keep in mind that we are running out of time in flattening the curve 
for climate change. The call for ambitious actions to cut our carbon emissions should be 
more pronounced now than ever. 
 
Responding to this pandemic and the climate emergency calls for all of us, on top of our 
individual initiatives, to confront the vested interests that oppose transformative change, 
and to end the ‘business as usual’ thinking.  We can build back better and emerge from 



these crises stronger and more resilient than ever – but to do so means choosing policies 
and actions that protect nature – so that nature can protect us. 
 
Hence, in designing our recovery plan, we should aggressively push for a ‘green’ recovery 
plan, one which have the potential to reduce GHG emissions and where it sets the 
economy on a pathway towards a low-carbon development. We know that, without a 
‘green’ recovery, emissions will continue to rise, and the goals of the Paris Agreement will 
be impossible to meet.  A ‘green’ recovery plan is necessary to address climate 
emergency. 
 
Our green recovery plan – having environmental stewardship and the balance between 
health, climate change and economic prosperity in mind – should focus on: (1) healthcare 
investments to include national laboratory system, real-time surveillance, workforce 
development, preparedness, emergency response operations, risk communication, and 
national legislation, policy and financing; strengthening our disaster preparedness; allot 
more funding for clean research and development spending; and clean/renewable energy 
infrastructure investments. 
 
In a new study entitled Sustainable Recovery Plan based on the rigorous analysis made 
by the International Energy Association, in cooperation with the International Monetary 
Fund, achieving three main goals such as boosting economic growth, creating jobs and 
building more resilient and cleaner energy systems is not only possible but rather highly 
recommended. I urge our policymakers present here today to look into the Sustainable 
Recovery Plan. 
 
Based on the said plan, it recommends that we set out policies and targeted investments 
for each key sector: (1) accelerate the deployment of low‐carbon electricity sources like 
new wind and solar, and the expansion and modernization of electricity grids; (2) increase 
the spread of cleaner transport such as more efficient vehicles; (3) improve the energy 
efficiency of buildings and appliances; (4) enhance the efficiency of equipment used in 
industries such as manufacturing, food and textiles; (5) make the production and use of 
fuels more sustainable; and (6) boost innovation across energy-related industries. 
 
In closing, green policies often have advantages over traditional policies. And climate-
positive policies offer superior economic characteristics. 


